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E VERY DAY IT IS THE SAME: THE
morning of mourning. His arousal
slow and aching. And again I am

torn, like always, between love and this
nagging sense of obligation. Some days
I want to ignore the curse of responsi-
bility and grab him up with the speed
of seven years of love, worry, and
heartache and climb back into bed,
safe under the comfort of an old quilt.
But I don’t. Instead I tell him we still go
to school even when our stomachs hurt.
Even when our throats hurt, even when
we don’t have friends, the sound of the
bell makes us jump, the chairs are too
hard, the days too long, and the pencils too
thin. This is what we do, I say. 

We pile into the car, me regretting the hard
line I feel forced to take, Alex regretting the mo-
ment he turned six and school became a full-day event.
On the way, we pass all those parents walking their kids to
school, pass all those rows of seamless houses with manicured
yards, each rock perfectly in place. Not our house—our gravel
has spilled onto the sidewalks, tiny pebbles to stick in the
crevices of shoes and slow down roller skates. We drive with
his list of ailments growing. I force myself to accelerate, grip-
ping the steering wheel until my hands turn white. We lurch
through the intersection just as the light turns yellow. We have
arrived. 

The side I picked to drop him off is wrong. We go to the
front, where he jumps out hastily, dragging on his backpack as
he goes. I pull away from him quickly, the way you pull off a
band-aid fast because it doesn’t hurt as much. But today, it still
stings. I drive faster, willing my tears to stay in their ducts, to

never form and race down my face. I can
hear my breath sprinting from my lungs,
gasping; I hold it in, my cheeks bursting
against the pressure. Then slowly, I let
go. The air pushed out steadily, lips
pursed like in Lamaze. All this emotion
for this child, this first-born son, some-
times I think I will crumble from the
sheer force of it. And driving home,
with my two other boys happy and un-
aware in the backseat, I pray, “Please
Heavenly Father, watch over Alex when

I can’t.” 

A LEX WAS BORN perfect. He was a
beautiful baby with a mop of
blond hair and huge blue eyes the

color of exotic butterfly wings. He had a smile
so brilliant you couldn’t look at it directly. His

laugh was infectious, and he was the greatest source of
sunshine and joy in our lives. Alex was born after we had lost
our first baby twenty weeks into my pregnancy. I think be-
cause of the searing ache I had felt when we lost our first child,
I was reluctant to attach to Alex while I was pregnant with
him. And throughout the long nine months of his gestation, I
always expected something to go wrong. I didn’t let myself be-
lieve I would be a mother; it was too soul-baring, too risky to
bask in the luxury of envisioning him, wondering how he
would feel held against my heart. Like a robot, I prepared for
his arrival. I diligently read essential books, watched Discovery
Health channel until I could quote the scripts verbatim, and
tied a quilt with soft blue yarn. Yet still I kept my feelings
locked inside, too scared to risk my heart again. 

Even with all the facts I had filed in my brain, and all the
onesies and sleepers I had packed in his drawers. Even with all
the blessings I had received with hands resting heavily on my
head. Even with prayers, and endless trips to the temple, our
faith stretching like taffy, I wasn’t prepared. I remember well
the moment the carefully created wall I had constructed came
crashing down. I was in labor. I was grouchy, hungry, and wor-
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ried, my faith seeping through me, my hope a rock. I lay in the
hospital bed, somewhat detached from the whole process. At
one point, a nurse came to check me and announce my
progress. “You’re a 9,” she said, and with her hand still resting
on my belly added, “Wow, your baby has a lot of hair.” My
breath caught, and I squeezed my eyes tight and turned my
face into the pillow. My son had hair! I don’t know why ex-
actly, but her announcement somehow made Alex tangible to
me. At once, this growing mass of cells became my child. He
had hair. And if he had hair, he must have hands and toes, and
eyes and a heartbeat. In that instant, all my fears melted into a
sudden resolution: I needed to hold my son. And as the nurses
busied themselves preparing me for the birth of my child, I
kept my eyes closed, thinking of the picture hanging on the
wall in the nursery. The picture my mom had given me after
we lost our first child—Noah on the ark, stretching his arm to-
wards the dove hovering just out of reach. And in the middle
of the print the words, “God keeps his promises.” Alex was
born almost before the doctor could get there, and with his ar-
rival, my dream of motherhood was fulfilled. God had given us
a son. Russ cut the cord, and as I clutched Alex to my chest, I
yelled for Russ to get the camera! I needed to document the
moment, so later I could analyze every detail, memorize each
grain of color making up the picture.

The nurse took him to weigh and monitor his breathing. I
knew they were administering Apgars, and suddenly I was like
some overachieving, soccer mom, agonizing over what his
score would be. I hope he gets at least a seven, I thought. After
announcing his weight, 7 pounds, 11 ounces, a kind nurse
cleaned me up and put a fresh gown on me. This one had
nursing slits and tiny pink flowers. Another nurse wrapped
Alex in warm blankets, bound like a little burrito, and handed
me my son. He was beautiful! He seemed so calm, with those
big dark eyes peering at me, like a wise old man. After a few
minutes of holding him, I gave Alex back to Russ. I knew we
could keep him with us for a while longer before the nurses
took him away, but I was so overwhelmed with exhaustion, I
could hardly keep my eyes open. I think I hadn’t slept well in
nine months. Completely drained, I was asleep before Russ
even shut the door. 

I T IS FALL in the desert. Seven and a half years since Alex’s
birth. The temperature has dropped below 100 today. I
think it’s 99. The air holds no hint of change in seasons,

no fall leaves to abandon their roots and float away on scented
breezes. No bite in the air. But still it is October, and soon I will
have to buy pumpkins and sort out who will be what for
Halloween.

October. It’s hard to believe it has been one year since Alex
was diagnosed. One year since we sat in the sterile room, with
Alex sprawled lazily on a gray beanbag chair, while Russ and I
sat rigid and guilty, as if we’d been called to the principal’s of-
fice. I remember praying fervently for answers, but really I
wanted solutions. I wanted my son to be healed. Earlier that
morning, I had knelt in faded pajama pants, leaning into the
hotel bed like death, a sleeping child resting near my feet. I

took extra time to get ready, agonizing over what I would wear,
making sure my hair was done and my makeup perfect.
Unconsciously I thought that if the doctor saw we were nicely
dressed, professional people, maybe he wouldn’t blame us for
Alex’s condition. Both of us have backgrounds in behavioral
science, so I understood “bad parenting” wasn’t the cause of
Alex’s problems, but there had been too many years of
avoiding eye contact with other mothers in sacrament
meeting, too many hasty exits from play lands, and too many
awkward, whispered conversations about discipline during
Primary and what worked well for the mother of the little girl
with pink ribbons in her hair. That, and I knew Autism
Spectrum Disorders had a genetic component. So in the end, I
guess, we were bad parents after all. Our good intentions oblit-
erated, betrayed by our own genes. 

After the doctor gave Alex a battery of tests, and I filled out
paper work until my hand cramped and nervously answered
questions in a detailed interview, the doctor confirmed our
suspicions. Alex had Asperger Syndrome, a condition falling in
the pervasive developmental disorders in the Autism Spectrum
range. Pervasive, Russ said later, means it is part of his brain:
he would not outgrow this; rather, it would grow with him.

“What does this mean?” I’d blurted to the doctor after he
pronounced his diagnosis like a proud king. And he said
something to the effect of Alex’s brain being sort of like Swiss
cheese. Some areas were dense and highly developed, such as
his vocabulary, rote memory, and reading comprehension,
while other areas were holes—his gross and fine motor skills,
his social skills. Swiss cheese. I think I thought of a mouse
sniffing at Alex while he slept. 

We had waited for months for this appointment with a
renowned specialist; I’d had weeks to think of questions to
ask, but sitting there, numb, nodding and smiling in my per-
fect coral lipstick, I couldn’t think of anything to say. We left
with a list of books we should buy and a prescription for Alex
to begin occupational therapy. As I was leaving, I paused in the
door jamb of the waiting room and said, “It’s just so hard to see
him going through this. He’s only six.” The doctor answered
with the sternness of a hardened war general who has seen too
many causalities: “You think it’s sad now? Kids are accepting at
six; wait until he turns thirteen.” And that’s when the last shred
of hope for healing and wish for normalcy, dangling like a
strained bungee cord, snapped. And I found myself hurling to-
wards the ground at warp speed.

On the ground is where I resided for some time. Oh, I think
everyone thought I was taking the news in stride. After all, I
was always putting a reassuring hand on other people’s backs,
promising that I was fine. Really, we were being blessed; after
all, we had caught this very early, and could do a lot of be-
havior modification, and blah blah blah. Without an election, I
became Alex’s advocate. I photocopied articles, informed
teachers, requested IEP meetings, and hired a therapist. We
shielded, adjusted, and tailored our lives to fit his needs. As if
he were an epileptic, we watched him like a hawk, waiting for
the euphoric signs that something was going to set him off—
off into a fit of irrational anxiety or rage. 
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The rigidity of his behavior didn’t really change with diag-
nosis; our day-to-day activities weren’t any different. By now,
we were accustomed to dealing with Alex; we had been doing
it for years. However, with diagnosis, I was left with a voracious
appetite to know everything about Asperger syndrome—
causes, treatments, and alternative treatments. And I think it
was with the overload of information, and so many
possibilities of sadness, that the reality of
painful and lonely outcomes hit me. One
night my despair reached a pinnacle
point. I couldn’t sleep, and as mid-
night approached, I found myself
scanning a support website for
adults with Asperger syn-
drome. I sat frozen, the single
source of light from the com-
puter screen illuminating the
room and bouncing off the
shadows. Adults! In that mo-
ment, I could physically feel
the blow, the wind knocked
out of me, the cold under-
standing of forever startling,
the reality of “pervasive”
sinking in. In the next instant, I
found myself shattered, crumpled
like Humpty Dumpty, my faith
spilled like egg whites on the floor.
Fragmented, I lay with no hope of being
put back together again.

And unlike when I was pregnant with Alex and
didn’t allow myself to attach to him, now I was connected,
in every sense. I loved this little boy! Needing some concrete
evidence of my perceptions, I left the computer and sat alone
on the living room floor, the eerie silence of night deafening,
the dark minutes ticking by. Consumed with sudden grief, I sat
surrounded by piles of pictures stacked in Rubbermaid boxes
and lined up around me like little caskets. Intermittently sob-
bing and then lapsing into silence, I sat sorting through the
pictures like some mad, deranged woman. Russ found me at
four in the morning, clutching a pile of photos to my chest,
mourning the little boy I’d always envisioned, the little boy
who might never be, those beautiful blue eyes, that quick,
easy, four-month-old smile. Sweet, sweet baby boy.

I think on that lonely night, the only thing I knew how to
do was disconnect. Distraught, I found myself reaching into
my soul, groping for all those tumbled-down bricks once be-
longing to a long-ago-obliterated wall I had built around my
heart in the early days of pregnancy with Alex. Finding them, I
sighed and began stirring my metaphorical mortar, stacking
each brick, robotically assembling, comforted by the famil-
iarity of that long-forgotten coping mechanism. Reinforced, as
I thought I was, with a shield placed at my most vulnerable
point, I knew I could face the morning. And blessedly, the light
did come, wrapped in soft pinks with gauzy clouds stretched
across the sky, masking the color of day. With time, I learned

that nights always turn into days. Our family continues to get
up and get dressed. As the stars disappeared, I’d throw my
wadded tissues away and start cracking eggs. My boys needed
breakfast, striped shirts to wear, and lunch tickets to hold.

H OWEVER ABNORMAL OUR lives
may have been, our daily schedules
were predictable. Alex was a boy

who craved routine like candy. As an-
other condition of his condition, Alex

possessed a narrow range of inter-
ests he tended to obsess about.

Even as young as one, he was
hooked on Elmo, on diggers
at two, Bob the Builder at
three, dinosaurs at four,
Thomas the Tank Engine at
five. His most recent and
longest running obsession
was sea creatures, starting
at six. We lived only a few
hours from the ocean, and

Alex loved to go to Sea
World or climb along the

rocks near the water. Together
we’d search the shallow tide

pools for lingering animals,
trapped and clawing at the sand-

stone like mad, searching for escape
from their empty, lonely seas. Alex was

never happier than when he got to indulge in his
obsessions. His appetite for information was insatiable!

And as he learned about this underwater world of coral, sea
cucumbers, and wavy mysterious anemones, so did I. We’d lie
together in bed at night, talking about crustaceans and sea
stars that magically grew back arms if one broke off, Alex’s eyes
shining in the darkness.

Given Alex’s current obsession, it was no surprise when he
announced one morning in late October that he needed to be
a killer whale for Halloween. With Alex, it is never a want but
always a need. And there is no deviation from a “need.” He
would need to be a killer whale or nothing. And if we couldn’t
accommodate his perception of how the holiday ritual should
go, then Halloween would be ruined for everyone. Luckily for
me, my mom is a genius seamstress, and after yet another one
of my panicked phone calls, she sewed and sent a spectacular
costume. On Halloween morning, with our costumes packed
safely in the trunk of our car, Russ and I drove through the
steep rocky mountains of San Diego. While Russ drove, I
watched the horizon change, the still lavenders and soft blues
of morning pushing away the dark. Even the sterile white sky
seemed to soften somehow when the first rays of light
stretched over the tired mountains. All the stars fading, sucked
into the sun, consumed by the strength of tomorrow, the
power of morning. In that moment, through a simple expres-
sion of nature, I knew God was near, gifting me the sun. 
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We arrived at Sea World a tumbled-up mess. Even in happy
possibilities lurks the danger that some routine might go
askew, some whale might be sick, some dolphin might not
jump over the rope, some popcorn machine might be broken.
At times, the anxiety is more than Alex can handle. Then he, in
turn, pushes his fears onto us, and in our advocacy, we become
victims as well. We are anxious about the day, and Russ and I
whisper to each other in low tones. We struggle through the
flood of tourists, the push of people. The sun hot and pene-
trating, I can feel my skin turning red from its strength. 

Then, suddenly, it’s over. The park is closed, and we are left
in an empty parking lot, stuffing our boys into their costumes.
We pile into the van, a virtual zoo, one cheetah, one pteradon,
one whale, and drive slowly away to find some place where we
can trick or treat. In the van, with the heater on low pushing the
sting of autumn back to its roots, we pause at neighborhoods,
looking for children. Looking for Halloween the way I re-
member it, with great throngs of children spilling from houses,
clutching pillowcases and tiaras, their happy parents letting go
of their hands, only to urge them back to the sidewalk. But there
are no children. Everywhere we turn, the houses seem sad and
dark, and even the few shadowed jack-o-lanterns blinking
shakily in the night appear isolated and misplaced. 

We’re driving faster now. “We’ll miss it!” I keep telling Russ.
“Turn here. No, go left. Oh, let me drive!” All at once I am
angry. I must find some children! The two little boys in the
back are asleep now, lured by the soft rocking of the van. But
Alex is alert, sitting upright, holding his orange plastic
pumpkin, peering through Shamu’s head. Finally, frustrated
and aching to give my boy some taste of what I had as a child,
I yell, “Pull over here!” Russ sighs as the tires crunch against
the curb. The neighborhood is lonely. Alex and I stagger from
one empty house to another. At last one door opens, and then
two. I poke Alex, “Say trick or treat,” I prompt. Plop plop the
candies fall into the bright pumpkin two at a time, reminding
me of an Alka-Seltzer commercial. Then it is finished. Alex is
hot and itchy, and he is complaining as he climbs back into the
van to go home.

I am driving now. I made Russ move. “I need to,” I’d said
simply as he sighed and scooted over. Somehow, if I am be-
hind the wheel, I feel that I am in control. I could drive all day.
Then from the silence comes Alex’s voice, “I thought you
promised we would go to the ocean.” I know better than to try
to rationalize with Alex, and lacking the endurance to weather
a drive home with thundering outbursts and sheets of tears, I
exit the freeway, and turn back toward the ocean. We arrive in
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the dark. A few scattered fires line the sandy shore. Alex is out
of his costume. “I’m just a boy again,” he says. And together we
walk toward the water, Russ waiting with our other boys.

The tide is low, pulled back to the sea like some mother
who can’t let go. Alex loves the ocean, and I love the stillness of
the sand under my feet, the soft languid tones of the dipping
waves and crescendo crash as they collide with the ground, the
water foaming and thrashing like some ill-tempered child.
Crash! Boom! And then quiet. From the safety of the shore, we
stand mesmerized, then suddenly the water is racing towards

us, threatening to cover our feet, until we sink into the soft,
quiet sand, unheard. Just before reaching us, however, it is
pulled back, and we are left to puzzle over patches of seaweed
and disconnected kelp.

A LEX COULDN’T BE happier. He is jumping in the surf,
“spy hopping like an Orca,” he says. I watch as the
waves chase after him. Laughing, he runs from the

water, past the edge of a cliff, and beyond the empty caves. As
the tide retreats, defeated, he chases it back to its source of
strength, willing the game to continue. It was then, with the
moon as round as a golf ball, a shaking reflection on the
swaying waves, that I begin to understand something about
God and something about Alex. I looked up from the sand to
see Alex standing at the edge of the water. Then. glancing past
him, I saw a dark, heavy wave bullying its way directly towards
him. “Get out of the way!” I scream, breaking into a sprint, but
he just looks up at me and smiles. “It’s going to knock you
over!” I warn again, my voice lost in the wind. With my feet still
moving, I watch as the water reaches him before I can. The

wave roars into Alex with all the force of the laws of motion. He
is bowled over, knocked clear off his feet, and carried some dis-
tance up the shore, a tangled mess of arms, legs, seaweed, and
deflated foam. 

I rush to where he is pulling himself up, soaking wet and
making faces over the feel of salt on his tongue. “Are you okay,
Alex?” I ask cautiously, bracing myself for the guttural cry of
distress, but he answers as calmly as if I’d asked him if he
wanted a peanut butter sandwich. “Yeah, Mom. I’m fine.”
Standing there in the dark, with a sea of jewel stars a twinkling

heritage scattered lovingly over our heads, I watch him walk
back to the edge of the angry waves, a steadfast appendage be-
tween land and sea. He surveys the great density of the ocean,
and then dripping wet and satisfied, shouts into the dark abyss,
“Bring it on!” 

That’s when I knew he’d be okay. We’d be okay. With the
ocean’s deafening roar sounding in my ungrateful ears and the
sea spray heavy in the dark night, hovering like unshed tears.
That’s when I begin to understand something about mercy and
justice and how love for a child can transcend any obstacle.
How love for a Father can help a child learn to face the angry
waves still wet. Heavenly Father blessed me to know a spectac-
ular spirit can break free from its confinements and shine
through the darkest masks. I smile as I watch my boy standing
there, a seven-year-old beacon. In that moment, I can almost
hear the moaning of the mortar as it separates and cracks. All
those retired bricks I’d tried in vain to stack again, crumbled and
resting in a broken, damp pile, sinking into the pooled faith of
my soul. Exposed. My heart still beating, I take his small hand in
mine, and together we walk up the shore to go home.              
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